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The Swing All 
A new swing frame concept 
from       Take a Swing 

       Your Choice 
4 or 5’  Wide 
Swivel or no (On the 5’) 
4’ or 5’  Wide 
Use our new Fleet Feet or    
the regular round ones 
Wheelchair platform and 
ramp package available 

7’,  4” 

96” legs 

8’ 4” 

10” feet 
Front to 
back 

10” feet 
Front to 
back 



5’ model 4’ model 

5’  feet 4’  feet 

Optional 
Swivel 
Stainless steel, 
1,800 Lbs. capacity 

Swing hangar 
Swing hangar 

Swing hangars 

     

 Made for heavy use and heavy weight 
 We use 2 x 2” structural steel for the legs stronger more      

 durable design  
 No connecting straps or cross bars 
 5 foot model has a stainless steel eye-bolt single point    

 suspension or with the optional swivel 
 4 foot model includes 2 swing hangars 
 We are testing for max weight of over 800Lbs. And a       

 650 Lbs. working weight. 
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A new swing frame     
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The Take a Swing line up of portable swing frames is now: 
1. The Homestand II  and the less expensive  
2. HPSI        (Essentially the same , just 1  or 2 piece legs.) 
3. The Swing-All  (somewhat like a mini VLF 
4. The  VLF 

    Misc Notes 

 The HD-120  will be discontinued making way for the Swing All 
 The Swing All  is our heavy duty model. Make sure there is no 

more reference of the HPSI being heavy-duty 
 Major changes for the VLF include triangulated top means no    

 more bottom strap 
 Our smooth, reliable, and long lasting Rope Swing Hangars 
 Upgradeable  to the Fleet-Feet system 
 Single height 2 piece legs. (1)  for a better and less expensive 

 shipping experience (The VLF legs are right on the edge of 
 UPS oversize charges of  $600.00— $800.00) and  (2)  an     
 increase in length for a somewhat taller swing frame 


